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Abstract—The federated ecology provides a new paradigm for
breaking the isolated data island problem and fully activating
the potential of big data and artiﬁcial intelligence, especially in
multi-client collaboration tasks. Participant selection strategy in
multi-client collaboration is the main limitation for increasing the
convergence speed and lowing the communication costs. However,
in the face of the unbalanced and non-IID data distributions,
the performance of federated optimization algorithms will also
decrease. To solve the above problems, we propose an adaptive
federated control strategy for participant selection in multiclient collaboration based on the Mann-Kendall test, named
FedMK. By adaptively selecting weak participants for training
rather than random selection, FedMK can speed up model
convergence and reduce communication costs. Experiment results
show that our method outperforms the baseline method in nonIID scenarios, and the number of communication rounds on
CIFAR-10 and synthetic datasets reduced by more than 15%
and 10%, respectively.
Index Terms—federated control, non-IID, participant selection,
Mann-Kendall test

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of big data and artiﬁcial intelligence, modern society has put forward new requirements for
data privacy protection and data security. However, in many
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application areas, data usually exists in a distributed form and
is difﬁcult to circulate effectively and ensure data privacy [1],
[2]. In response to the above problems, federated learning [3]
provides a solution for multi-client distributed training based
on data privacy preservation. Clients learn the global model
together in a collaborative way, and the data is only kept
locally on the client and not shared. In the federated ecology
proposed by Wang et al. [4], federated control is responsible
for providing a regulatory mechanism for data circulation. One
of the important issues in federated control is how to select
preferred participants dynamically.
At present, most methods randomly select clients in each
training round. In order to enable the federated learning model
to converge faster and thus reduce the number of communication rounds, we propose an adaptive federated control strategy
for participant selection in multi-client collaboration based
on the Mann-Kendall (MK) test method, named FedMK. By
detecting the prediction quality of each client in the recent
rounds, FedMK can obtain a preferred list by selecting weak
participants preferentially in each global round so that they
have more local training opportunities. We further conducted
experiments in two different datasets under non-independent
and identically distributed (non-IID) settings. The results
proved that our method could get a resulting model with higher
performance in a shorter time.
We make the following contributions:
1) We are the ﬁrst to use the trend detection method Mann-
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Kendall test for time series to assist in clients’ predictive
quality detection.
2) We propose an adaptive federated control strategy
FedMK for the participant selection step. Our method
can reduce the number of communication rounds with
only a slight increase in computing costs.
3) We conducted a series of experiments on non-IID settings using both real and synthetic datasets and proved
that our method is of generality.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Federated Learning
The purpose of federated learning is to solve the risks and
responsibilities of the centralized storage of data. Compared
with traditional distributed learning, a fundamental change in
federated learning is to transmit model parameters instead of
data in a secure and encrypted way. Federated learning faces
some new challenges in the statistical diversity of data. The
data of each participant in federated learning may be non-IID
distribution, and they may have datasets of different sizes. In
addition, communication cost is also one of the challenges
faced by federated learning. The existing research mainly
focuses on compression models [5], increasing client computing costs [6], and optimizing participant selection methods
to reduce communication costs and improve communication
efﬁciency. In terms of improving participant selection methods, Nishio et al. [7] proposed a new federated learning
protocol FedCS, which sets the deadline for each client to
download, update and upload the local model. Yoshida et al.
[8] proposed a hybrid learning mechanism Hybrid-FL to solve
client- and data-selection problems. In this paper, we improve
the participant selection step by combining historical detection
trends of clients.
B. Mann-Kendall Test
Mann-Kendall (MK) test is a trend detection method of
time series data. Its characteristic is that samples do not need
to follow a speciﬁc distribution and are affected by a small
number of outliers. For time series X = (X1 , X2 , ..., Xn ),
MK test can determine whether to accept null hypothesis H0
or alternative hypothesis H1 ,
H0 : X has no monotonic trend.
H1 : X has monotonic trend.

Algorithm 1 FedMK: An adaptive federated control strategy
for participant selection. E is the local epochs, B is the local
batch size and l is the length of the historical list.
Server:
1: initialize E, l, w̄ 0 , A0
2: for each round t = 1, 2, ... do
3:
Cst ← Participant list from Algorithm 2
4:
for each client k ∈ Cst do
5:
wkt , Atk ← Client(w̄t−1 )
6:
At ← Update historical list At−1
7:
end for

8:
w̄t ← k∈St nnk wkt
9: end for
Client: Run on client k
1: for r = 0 to E − 1 do
2:
for each mini-batch Di with size B do
3:
Update wkt by minimizing L(wkt |w̄t−1 , Di )
4:
end for
5: end for
6: return wkt and test accuracy Atk

A. Preliminaries
Federated learning algorithms involve large-scale clients’
collaborative training scenarios. Speciﬁcally, the goal is to
optimize the following objective function
f (w) =

K

nk
k=1

n

Fk (w) where Fk (w) =

1 
fi (w)
nk

(1)

i∈Pk

where K is the total number of clients, fi (·) denotes the loss
function. The dataset in the k-th client is 
Pk and nk = |Pk |
represents the number of samples, n =
k nk is the total
number of samples in all clients.
FedAvg is one of the earliest methods to solve (1). The
method runs simply by selecting a certain proportion of devices and allowing each selected device to run local stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) of E epochs. Then the server calculates the average of the local models to obtain the resulting
models. The process of local training and global averaging is
carried out iteratively throughout the federated learning task.
In this work, FedAvg is utilized as the baseline method in the
non-IID scenarios.
B. FedMK: Participants Adaptively Selection Algorithm

If the null hypothesis H0 is rejected, it means that at the
conﬁdence level α, there is a clear upward or downward trend
in this time series. According to the test statistics Z, it can be
determined whether the series is increasing or decreasing.
III. M ETHODS
We propose an adaptive federated control strategy for participant selection in multi-client collaboration, FedMK, based
on the MK test. In this section, we will ﬁrst introduce the
preliminaries of our proposal and then give the overall process
of FedMK. Finally, we will introduce the participant selection
strategy in detail.

We propose a variant of FedAvg named FedMK that was
based on MK test to focus on the learning process of weak
clients adaptively. Since all the problems involved in our
research are multi-classiﬁcation problems, we use the crossentropy loss function and calculate it as
Fk (w) = −

nk 
C
1 
yi,j log pi,j
nk i=1 j=1

(2)

where pi,j is the probability that the i-th sample is predicted to
be the j-th label value and yi,j is the true label. The objective
of each client is to minimize (2).
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In order to reduce total training rounds, our method will pay
more attention to the clients with relatively weak performance
in recent historical rounds. By giving priority to these clients in
the next round of training, they could have more opportunities
for local training to improve the convergence speed of the
resulting model. Based on the MK test, we now propose our
adaptive participant selection algorithm FedMK. Here, we use
the MK test to evaluate the predictive quality of each client.
We maintain a historical list of length l for each client in the
server, which stores the test accuracy of in recent l rounds;
then, we use the MK test to determine which clients have
a decreasing historical accuracy trend. If the client shows a
decreasing trend, it will be added to the candidate list Cat
and be selected ﬁrstly in the next round participant selection
step. After evaluating all clients, we will get the participant
list for the t-th round.
The overall training process of FedMK is similar to FedAvg.
At the t-th iteration, the server selects the participant list
according to our adaptive participant selection step based on
the MK test; then, the server sends the global model to all
selected participants. After receiving the global model, the
client executes local training for E epochs on the local data
and uploads the updated model. In order to select a preferred
participant list, we will upload the test accuracy of selected
participants to the server additional. The server will update
the historical information of each client as the basis for the
next participant selection step. Finally, the server performs a
model aggregation operation to generate the global sharing
model. See Algorithm 1 for the complete FedMK process.
Our adaptive federated control strategy FedMK makes the
training process more efﬁcient by paying more attention to
the clients whose recent predictive quality is decreasing. In
addition, it only occupies minimal server resources and time,
and the computational costs are also kept minimal.
C. Participant Selection Step with MK Test
Now we introduce how to use MK test to evaluate the
predictive quality of clients. Through the historical list maintained by the server, we can get the recent detection trend of
each client using the MK test. After that, clients showing a
decreasing trend will be added to the candidate list Cat .
Since the length of the Cat is uncertain, we distinguish
the following two cases to design different selection strategies
(we use N = |St | to represent the number of clients that need
to be selected in each round, and use Cst to represent the
participant list selected in round t): i) if |Cat |  N , then add
all clients from Cat to Cst and select N − |Cat | participants
from the remaining clients randomly; ii) if |Cat | > N , then
select N participants from Cat as Cst randomly. The list
Cst will participate in the t + 1 training round. Our adaptive
participant selection step is described as Algorithm 2.
IV. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
We consider a classiﬁcation problem using both real dataset
CIFAR-10 and synthetic dataset Synthetic. Our method is
based on FedAvg to improve the participant selection step,

Algorithm 2 Participant selection step based on MK test.
Input: Clients’ historical list At−1 , number of clients K,
conﬁdence α, number of selected participants N and current
global training round t
Output: List of selected participants Cst
1: Initialize Cst = [ ]
2: for k = 0 to K − 1 do
3:
Calculate statistic S for list At−1 [k]:
S=

n−1


n


sgn(xj − xi )

i=1 j=i+1

4:

5:

Calculate V ar(S):
g

1
V ar(S) =
[n(n−1)(2n+5)−
tp (tp − 1)(2tp + 5)]
18
p=1
Calculate statistic Z:

⎧

⎨ (S − 1) / V ar(S)
Z=
0
⎩
(S + 1) / V ar(S)

S>0
S=0
S<0

if |Z| ≥ Z1−α/2 and Z > 0 then
Add client k to alternative list Cat
else continue
end for
if len(Cat ) > N then
Cst ← Choose N participants from Cat randomly
else
Ctt ← Choose N − len(Cat ) participants from the
remaining clients randomly
14:
Cst ← [Cat , Ctt ]
15: return Cst
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

so we choose FedAvg as the baseline method. We will show
that our adaptive participant selection method for multi-client
collaboration in federated control performs better in model
convergence speed, effectively reducing the communication
costs during the training process.
A. FedMK on CIFAR-10
The real dataset CIFAR-10 [9] is composed of 10 classes of
32×32 images with three RGB channels. Due to the limitation
of the size, we distribute CIFAR-10 to K = 20 clients. In order
to simulate the non-IID settings, we refer to the settings in [10]
to simulate 20 clients participating in the federated learning
task. Each client only contains 3 of the 10 classes.
We use the same model as FedFusion [11], which has
two 5 × 5 convolution layers (both has 64 channels and
each followed by a ReLU activation and 2 × 2 maximum
pooling), two fully connected layers (the ﬁrst has 384 units
and the second has 193 units, both followed by a ReLU
activation and random dropout) and a softmax output layer.
For a convenient and fair comparison, we selected a ﬁxed
set of hyperparameters, that is, 5 participants selected in each
global round, with the learning rate of η = 3 × 10−2 , the local
batch size of B = 64, and the local epochs of E = 20.
The experimental results on CIFAR-10 are shown in Fig.1.
Speciﬁcally, FedMK reached the test accuracy of 60% by
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method. The ﬁnal test accuracy is slightly higher than the
baseline. Moreover, for the non-convex DNN model, FedMK
reached the test accuracy of 80% through 312 rounds. The
communication rounds to reach this performance achieved
a reduction of 38.0% than the baseline method. The test
accuracy of our method reached 83.19% ﬁnally, which was
2.33% higher than the baseline.
V. C ONCLUSION
Fig. 1. Results on CIFAR-10. The left accounts for test accuracy vs. global
rounds while the right for training loss vs. global rounds.

In this work, we propose an adaptive federated control strategy for participant selection in multi-client collaboration based
on the Mann-Kendall test, named FedMK. Our results show
that introducing FedMK method can obtain a global model
with higher precision and lower communication overhead, and
can perform better than baseline in non-IID settings.
Although our method has achieved better results, we have
not explored all the potential of FedMK algorithm, such as
combining this adaptive selection strategy with other federated
optimization methods. We hope to explore a broader range of
federated control strategy in future work.
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Fig. 2. Results on Synthetic. The left accounts for test accuracy vs. global
rounds while the right for training loss vs. global rounds.
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